
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

JUNIOR SPORT PROGRAMMES 
 
Choices International focuses its educational principles on individualisation, on “learning through sports”, on 
freedom, interaction and teamwork, on enhancement and the quest for excellence, and on effort and physical 
activity. With unique programmes supporting young athletes Choices International maximises the sporting 
potential of high achievers along with their education, and offers students the chance to take their career to the 
next level. 
 
The international focus of Choices International embodies the implementation of international programmes and 
supranational entities. Choices International is a pioneer in offering International Sport Programmes alongside 
language studies and English academic year programmes, offering a variety of options from A Levels to Foundation 
Year for students who take the latter option.  
 
The core ideas which empower Choices International´s educational model is the passion for sports plus learning, so 
that students are able to adapt to a changing environment; personal balance with education in emotional 
intelligence; and the formation of global citizens with open minds and entrepreneurial spirits. 
 
             We focus on these main junior sport programmes: 
 

 London: Chelsea FC Foundation and we have incorporated this year as a new programme “Girls´ Development 
Soccer Programme” on the first 2 weeks in July. Additionally, we also have incorporated Goalkeeping in the same 
period. 

 London: Chelsea FC Goalkeeping training programme, will take place on the first exclusively on the first 2 weeks of 
July. 

 Manchester: All year-round location Manchester High Performance Soccer and Tennis Academy. 

 Madrid: Real Madrid Foundation where we offer high performance soccer programmes with or without languages 
(Spanish /English). 

 Madrid: Atletico de Madrid Soccer Camp with or without languages (Spanish /English). 

 Alicante: Academia Tenis Ferrer, David Ferrer Academy opens its new residential “state-of-art campus” by July in La 
Nucia (Alicante), close to the main beaches. 

 
This year we have incorporated the option of 1 week for all our UK programmes and Rafa Nadal Tennis Academy as 
we are their official partner, plus Artistic and Rhythmic Gymnastic with the Royal Spanish Federation of Gymnastics. 
 
To highlight our Academic Year Programme with sports soccer & tennis for high-performance players is also 
available for those players seeking to improve and achieve their professional career. All the information about these 
programmes is available on request, so let us know if you would like to promote these programmes. 

 
We look forward to welcoming your students! 


